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26An original fatigue test methodology aimed at PBF materials is presented and directed to the evaluation
27of the anisotropic fatigue behavior of DMLS Ti6Al4V. The presence of such anisotropy is intrinsic to the
28specific and complex microstructure obtained by the layer-by-layer development of the part produced
29by DMLS. Comparison of the present test results with data obtained with a variety of test methods and
30test parameters clarified the role of intrinsic (material-dependent) and extrinsic (test-method-depen-
31dent) factors on the measured fatigue behavior. The proposed testing method permits substantial cost
32saving in terms of material and process time, benefits that are especially welcome for developmental
33studies of PBF alloys and process parameters.
34� 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
35

36

37

38 1. Introduction

39 Additive Manufacturing (AM) is an innovative technological
40 trend that will influence the future of the manufacturing industry
41 [1]. AM technologies enable layer-by-layer fabrication of complex
42 parts directly from CAD files without part-specific tooling [2].
43 Additive manufacturing offers many strategic advantages includ-
44 ing increased design freedom for building internal and external
45 part geometries that cannot be made in any other way and the pos-
46 sibility of building functional parts in small lot sizes for end-user
47 customization [1,2]. The ability to net-shape manufacture complex
48 parts without the need of expensive tooling and machining mini-
49 mizes the delay between design and manufacture.
50 Powder bed fusion (PBF) technology defines a specific subset of
51 AM technologies in which a metal powder is selectively melted
52 layer-by-layer by a computer-driven concentrated energy beam.
53 The most widely used heating energy of the PBF processes is a
54 highly focused laser beam although the electron beam is alterna-
55 tively used. Manufacturer-related acronyms such as Direct Metal
56 Laser Sintering (DMLS), Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Laser
57 Cusing can be grouped under the PBF acronym. An advantage of
58 the PBF technology is that only the locally melted powder trans-
59 forms into a solid material while the remaining powder can be
60 reused a number of times. All PBF systems can process powders
61 of a relatively large range of metal alloys, such as titanium alloys,
62 stainless steels and Ni-based alloys [1,2]. Titanium alloys are pos-

63sibly the PBF materials under most intense investigation. The
64excellent strength and toughness, combined with the corrosion
65resistance, low specific weight and biocompatibility of Ti–6Al–
664V, make it ideal for many high-performance engineering applica-
67tions in aerospace and motor racing, but also for the production of
68biomedical implants, due to its higher strength, low modulus and
69fatigue resistance.
70The PBF technologies applied to Ti–6Al–4V share a number of
71drawbacks: due to the typical process conditions, (i.e. layer by
72layer generative principle, short energy pulses resulting in highly
73localized melting and solidification and strong temperature gradi-
74ents of this manufacturing process), the microstructure exhibits
75strong directionality, consequently anisotropic structure, i.e.
76columnar grain structure, and mechanical properties [3–8]. Resid-
77ual stresses are also expected due to this process and can be man-
78aged by appropriate post-fabrication heat treatment [7,9]. This
79new manufacturing technique may present porosity [5]. The
80strongly textured microstructures results in anisotropy of the
81mechanical properties [8].
82The PBF technology penetration in and acceptance by industry
83are somehow hampered by the relative slow pace of material char-
84acterization, which is a fundamental ingredient of part design and
85qualification. While many references, for example [4–8], discuss
86the link between process parameters and static mechanical proper-
87ties of PBF Ti–6Al–4V, the fatigue strength characterization
88appears more recently in the literature [10–15], and the published
89results are somewhat difficult to generalize. Fatigue testing is
90known to be expensive and time consuming as it is susceptible
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91 to a number of intrinsic and extrinsic factors that complicates the
92 data generalization and exploitation [15]. On the other hand, the
93 fatigue behavior of PBF-transformed Ti–6Al–4V is critical for sec-
94 tors, in which high structural integrity is a paramount require-
95 ment, i.e. aerospace and motorsport.
96 In this contribution an original fatigue test methodology espe-
97 cially aimed at PBF materials is presented and directed to the eval-
98 uation of the anisotropic fatigue behavior (i.e. dependent on
99 direction) of Ti6Al4V obtained using the DMLS process. Structural

100 anisotropy is intrinsic to the specific the layer-by-layer develop-
101 ment of a part produced by DMLS, but it is a concern in view of part
102 qualification. While the directionality of static mechanical proper-
103 ties of DMLS Ti6Al4V has been documented [8], little information is
104 available of such influence on the high cycle fatigue behavior.

105 2. Fatigue specimen geometry and test method

106 Savings in material, time and money guided the development of
107 the present test method. Flexibility of use, i.e. evaluation of surface
108 effects, detection of damage initiation and development, were also
109 requirements taken into consideration.
110 The new fatigue test method adopts a specific miniature speci-
111 men geometry. The specimen design shares the nominal cross-
112 sectional area (5 � 5 mm2) with the specimen geometry of a
113 Schenk–Erlinger type machine, therefore a sectional modulus
114 W = 20.8 mm3. This value of the sectional modulus is practically
115 the same of the common 6-mm-dia rotating bending geometry,
116 i.e. W = 21 mm3.
117 On the other hand, the material saving of the miniature speci-
118 men geometry is immediately apparent by the comparison with
119 the standard geometry in Fig. 1. The volume of the miniature spec-
120 imen is approx. 1/6 of the standard specimen. Furthermore, its max
121 dimension is length L = 22 mm, see Fig. 2, compared to L = 90 mm
122 of the recommended specimen geometry. These characteristics
123 greatly simplify and reduce the costs of multiple specimen produc-
124 tion especially in the build direction.
125 The new specimen design was developed to be tested in a
126 Schenk–Erlinger cyclic plane-bending machine. It required how-
127 ever required the adaptation of the grips to securely hold the
128 miniature specimens ends and apply a pure bending load. Fig. 3
129 shows the miniature specimen mounted in the fatigue testing
130 machine.
131 The fatigue machine works in controlled end-specimen rotation
132 mode applied to the miniature specimen at 20 Hz frequency. The
133 applied bending load is continuously monitored throughout the
134 test by a load cell in series with the specimen as shown Fig. 3.
135 Fig. 4 shows an example of the evolution of the max bending load
136 during an entire test and the definition of cycles to failure: the fati-

137gue test is terminated when the initially applied bending load
138shows a 10% reduction. Therefore, the present test method yields
139the dependence of the number of cycles to crack initiation on the
140cyclic bending stress.
141To localize the fatigue crack initiation at the center of the
142smooth top surface of the plane bending specimen, the prismatic
143geometry (7 � 5 � 22 mm3) presents a 2-mm-round notch on the
144opposite side, see Fig. 5. The bending specimen geometry was opti-
145mized using the finite element method. Fig. 5 shows the principal
146stress distribution due to bending within the specimen (i.e. only
147half specimen was modeled exploiting a geometrical symmetry).
148The elastic FE analysis shows also the presence of stress concentra-
149tions due to the grips, which were however minimized to favor
150crack initiation at the desired central location.
151In the fatigue experiments, the top flat surface is subjected to
152tensile loading (i.e. plane bending with load ratio R = rmin/rmax = 0)
153while the smooth round notch in compression on the opposite sur-
154face influences crack initiation at mid length of the flat surface.
155Fig. 6 shows the elastic principal stress distribution in the mini-
156mum cross-section compared to the nominal bending stress distri-
157bution. It shows an almost constant stress gradient on the tensile
158side and a surface stress about 8% less the nominal value.
159As a first approximation, the nominal stress r due to bending is
160given by r =M/W where M is the applied bending moment and the
161sectional modulus W = BH2/6 with B and H the width and height of
162the nominal specimen cross section, respectively (here
163B = H = 5 mm). When data generated with different smooth speci-
164men geometries are available, they can be compared to the data
165obtained with this specimen geometry applying an effective stress
166factor obtained by elastic FEA as follows
167

reff ¼ 0:92r ð1Þ 169169

170While this new fatigue testing system and specimen geometry
171were developed using previously characterized metallic materials,
172here the experimental method is applied to the fatigue testing of
173DMLS Ti6Al4V with the objective of quantifying the influence of
174the anisotropic microstructure due to the material fabrication pro-
175cess on the high cycle fatigue behavior. Therefore, three sets of
176specimens with three different orientations with respect to build,
177shown in Fig. 7, were conveniently manufactured and tested in
178plane bending under stress ratio R = 0 at 20 Hz loading frequency
179at room temperature. Tests were interrupted (i.e. run out) when
180specimens reached 2 � 106 cycles without failure.

1813. Specimen production and characterization

1823.1. Material production

183A pre-alloyed Ti6AlV4 alloy in fine powder form with a granu-
184lometry in the 24–53 lm diameter range was processed in anFig. 1. Miniature specimen vs. standard specimen.

Fig. 2. Actual size (7 � 5 � 22 mm3) of a DSLM miniature fatigue specimen.
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185 EOSINT M270 system (EOS GmbH, Germany) according to opti-
186 mized process parameters. The maximum build volume of the sys-
187 tem is 250 mm � 250 mm � 215 mm. EOS implements the Direct
188 Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) process using Ytterbium fiber laser

189(wavelength of 1075 nm) and a power of 200 W. The focused beam
190selectively melts a powder layer of approx. 30 lm in thickness.
191After the specimen fabrication phase, a heat treatment (380 �C
192for 8 h in vacuum followed by cooling in Argon atmosphere) was

Fig. 3. Miniature specimen mounted in the Schenk–Erlinger-type testing machine.

Fig. 4. Evolution of bending force measured by the load cell during a test and definition of test end.

Fig. 5. Principal stress distribution due to bending in half-thickness miniature specimen.
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193 applied to the build to relieve, at least partially, the residual stres-
194 ses that develop during material melting and solidification. Speci-
195 men surfaces were maintained in the as-fabricated state. Process
196 qualification was carried out using tensile tests on specimens with
197 machined surfaces that provided the following reference proper-
198 ties for the material, process and heat treatment: ultimate stress
199 Rm = 1325 MPa, yield stress Rp = 1213 MPa, elongation to rupture
200 A% = 4.5%.

201 3.2. Microstructural characterization

202 The 3-D etched microstructure of the present DMLS Ti6Al4V
203 alloy, investigated with light microscopy [16], is shown in Fig. 8
204 where Z is the build direction.
205 The structure of Ti6Al4V is directional with a characteristic and
206 similar texture in the X–Z and Y–Z cut planes, i.e. perpendicular to
207 the raster laser tracks. Intersections of such tracks with the respec-
208 tive cutting plane show as a series of dark areas generated by the
209 local intense laser energy distribution.
210 Fig. 9a shows the system of dark areas elongated in the Y direc-
211 tion in the Y–Z cut plane (analogously in the X direction of the Z–X
212 cut plane) shows the layer-by-layer material generation process.
213 Columnar grains of primary b-phase structure develop in the build
214 direction (i.e. vertical direction in Fig. 9a). They grow epitaxially
215 during the material processing and are much larger than the indi-
216 vidual layer thickness (i.e. typically 30 lm). Fig. 9a shows colum-
217 nar grains of a width of 200–300 lm and very long (>1 mm) i.e.
218 involving many layers. This finding agrees with [6]. Martensitic

219needles are visible and disposed according to an herring bone pat-
220tern within the grains.
221A different texture develops on the cut plane X–Y of Fig. 9b. The
222laser moves with a raster motion on this plane and melt locally a
223material volume by high-energy pulses. Rounded and fine grains
224(diameter of 100 lm) form upon solidification of the melt pools.
225The presence of pores and defects due to the DMLS process was
226examined in [16] and it is relevant for the discussion of the follow-
227ing fatigue characterization. In general pores and defects were very
228small indicating optimized process parameters. However the mag-
229nified view of the Y–Z plane shown in Fig. 10, reveals small defects
230distributed parallel to the horizontal direction (i.e. trace of laser
231scanning plane) and elongated in the same direction. This struc-
232tural feature suggests a potential negative role when the applied
233cyclic stress is in the vertical direction (i.e. Z-axis and therefore
234Z–X specimens) while their orientation may not affect Y–Z speci-
235mens and X–Y specimens because the applied stress is parallel to
236layers (i.e. planes of defects).

2374. Results and discussion

238This section begins with the experimental results that moti-
239vated the study, i.e. the degree of anisotropy of the fatigue behavior
240of DMLS Ti6Al4V. Having obtained such results with a new testing
241system and test method, a subsequent section will check the pre-
242sent data with literature data obtained with standard test
243configurations.

2444.1. Anisotropic high cycle fatigue behavior

245Inspection of the material structure shown in Fig. 8 along with
246the specimen orientation with respect to build, Fig. 7, clarifies that
247the direction of the applied bending stress with respect to the
248layer-by-layer material structure. Namely, stress direction in Z–X
249specimens is orthogonal to the material layers, the stress in X–Y
250specimens in the plane of the last solidified layers, while the stress
251direction in Y–Z specimens is parallel to the layers.
252High-cycle fatigue test data for the three specimen orientations
253obtained by the present test method are shown in Fig. 11. First, the
254scatter in the data for the same configuration is rather low suggest-

Fig. 6. Principal stress distribution due to bending in half miniature specimen.

Fig. 7. Miniature specimen orientations with respect to build direction.

Fig. 8. Microstructure of DMLS Ti6Al4V (build direction parallel to Z-axis).
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255 ing that the small specimen size do not interact significantly with
256 the material structure. The trend in a linear-log plot is well
257 behaved with fatigue lives of the Z–X specimens that are consider-
258 ably different and shorter than the other two specimen orienta-
259 tions. The presence of an anisotropic fatigue behavior of DMLS
260 Ti–6Al–4V after a mild stress relieving treatment is therefore
261 demonstrated and quantified.
262 Such novel data suggest a discussion of the role of stress orien-
263 tation vs. build direction based on the microstructural features. The
264 cyclic stress direction in the Z–X specimens is parallel to the build
265 direction while in the Y–Z and X–Y specimens are perpendicular to
266 build.
267 Therefore, the small interlayer defects shown in Fig. 10 appar-
268 ently play a role in the fatigue damage process of the Z–X speci-
269 mens and their fatigue life is significantly shorter than that of
270 the two other specimen orientations.
271 Closer inspection of the plot demonstrates also that, although
272 quite similar, the Y–Z specimen direction may be less performing
273 than the X–Y specimen direction, especially at high number of
274 cycles. A significant role on the fatigue behavior of X–Y and Z–Y
275 specimens is played by the surface condition. The surface of the
276 X–Y specimen is rather smooth (see top of Fig. 12a) with a fine
277 grain structure shown in Fig. 9b. On the other hand, the surface
278 of the Y–Z specimens is rougher than that of X–Y specimen (see
279 top of Fig. 12b) because the layers intersect with the specimen sur-
280 face where un-melted and semi-melted spheroidal particles of
281 Ti6Al4V powder generate a porous layer of about 60 lm. The
282 columnar grain structure of Fig. 9a may also negatively affect the
283 fatigue behavior.

284Therefore it may be concluded that the fatigue behavior of
285DMLS specimen oriented parallel to the build direction (i.e. Z–X
286specimens) are negatively affected by two contributing factors: i)
287interlayer defects unfavorably oriented with respect to applied
288stress and ii) rough surface finish, which is similar to that of Y–Z
289specimens (i.e. Fig. 12b).
290It has to be stressed at this point that the present results of ani-
291sotropic fatigue behavior are related to a specific process and post
292fabrication stress relieving heat treatment. The influence of other
293post-fabrication heat treatments are currently investigated using
294the same experimental configuration.

2954.2. Comparison with published data

296The previous data, while well behaved and quantitative, have
297been obtained with a new specimen geometry and test methodol-
298ogy. Therefore, an assessment of the present fatigue data on DLMS
299Ti–6Al–4V with data from the literature is an important step
300toward the validation of the methodology. Unfortunately, the pub-
301lished information on the fatigue strength of DMLS Ti6Al4V alloy is
302limited and often fatigue data are obtained under different stress
303ratios R and loading conditions. Furthermore, specimen surfaces
304are polished to eliminate the inevitably negative impact of the
305as-processed surface, although it is most significant for the PBF
306application. Specimen dimensions may also introduce a size effect
307that is not readily quantified.

(a) elongated grains across multiple 30µm
layers in Y-Z plane (Z axis is vertical)

(b) fine grain structure in X-Y plane due to
meandering laser scan

Fig. 9. Microstructure of DMLS Ti6Al4V.

Fig. 10. Structural defects oriented perpendicular to build (Z-axis is vertical).

Fig. 11. Anisotropic fatigue behavior of stress relieved DMLS Ti6Al4V (R = 0).
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308 All these influencing factors can be qualitatively addressed
309 using textbook knowledge of fatigue behavior in that: (i) an
310 increase in specimen cross-section size is expected to lower the
311 fatigue performance, (ii) a push–pull loading leads to more conser-
312 vative fatigue data (shorter lives) than the bending loading condi-
313 tion, (iii) surface roughness decrease the fatigue performance [15].
314 As far as the mean stress effect (i.e. the role of the R-ratio on the
315 results), several empirical models of varying complexity have been
316 developed to quantify its role on fatigue strength. The simple
317 Goodman relationship is used here to compute and compare fati-
318 gue data obtained under different R ratios in terms of an equivalent
319 stress. Eq. (2) defines the equivalent stress req as
320

req ¼ ra

1� rm
Rm

ð2Þ
322322

323 where ra is the stress amplitude, rm is mean stress and Rm the ulti-
324 mate strength of the material [15].

325The present fatigue data obtained with the new test method are
326assessed in Fig. 13 using data from relevant studies of PBF Ti–6Al–
3274V and a common data representation in terms of equivalent stress
328req vs. number of cycles to failure [10–13]. The present best and
329worst fatigue data (i.e. X–Y and Z–X directions, respectively) are
330shown in Fig. 13 using black symbols and continuous trend lines.
331Edwards and Ramulu [10], tested push–pull specimens pro-
332duced Ti–6Al–4V by the SLM with an MTT 250 machine and tested
333in the as-produced condition. From the experimental point of view,
334the specimen cross-section was 8 � 12 mm2 and their fatigue
335stress ratio R = �0.2, therefore not too different from the present
336R = 0 condition. Furthermore they tested specimens oriented in
337the Z direction and two orthogonal directions in the X–Y plane so
338their applied stress directions were similar to that of the present
339Y–Z specimens. Their data and trend curves are plotted in Fig. 13
340in magenta color and show that (i) the direction Z is associated
341to the lowest fatigue strength as in the present experiments, (ii)
342the combined effect of size, absence of stress relief, push–pull load-
343ing and presence of defects make them lower bounds of fatigue
344behavior of PBF Ti–6Al–4V alloy.
345Van Hooreweder et al. [11], used an in-house SLM machine to
346fabricate push–pull specimens with minimum cross-section of
3476 � 3 mm2. A stress relief treatment at 650 �C for four hours in a
348protective Argon atmosphere was performed on the specimens
349before testing. The fatigue behavior of the PBF material was deter-
350mined using constant amplitude cyclic tensile loading (R = 0) at
35175 Hz. In the finite fatigue region, seven smooth specimens were
352tested at different stress levels. In the infinite fatigue region
353(2 � 105–107 cycles) the staircase method, also known as the up-
354and-down method, was used to determine the endurance limit
355for the smooth specimens. Their fatigue data and trend lines are
356shown in Fig. 13 in green color. They commented that the fatigue
357resistance of SLM Ti–6Al–4V was substantially lower compared
358to the fatigue resistance of conventionally produced (wrought)
359specimens subjected to the same loading conditions. Their data
360are a little better than Edwards & Ramulu’s direction Z data with
361which they share the type of loading, and differ in size and heat
362treatment [10].
363Rekedal [12], recently reported an investigation using fatigue
364specimens fabricated using an EOSINT M 280 machine (i.e. DLMS
365process). Specimen cross section was A = 3 � 10 = 30 mm2 and
366the loading condition was cyclic tension with R = 0.1. For bud-
367getary reasons specimens were fabricated and tested only in the
368x-direction after removal of supports. The specimens underwent
369a stress relief heat treatment with exposure to 800 �C for 4 h in
370an Argon atmosphere as specified in the EOS Ti-64 Material Data

Fig. 12. Typical fatigue fracture surfaces showing the as-fabricated surface quality
(top) of (a) X–Y specimens and (b) Y–Z specimens (fatigue cracks initiated at the
top).

Fig. 13. Fatigue behavior of PBF Ti–6Al–4V using data from different sources.
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371 Sheet. Their data plotted in Fig. 13 with open symbols and black
372 broken trend line, fall between the present Z–X (worst) and X–Y
373 (best) directions. While their specimen orientation is similar to
374 the X–Y direction, specimen size and type of loading possibly affect
375 the data placing them close to present Z–X data.
376 Wycisk and Siddique [13], manufactured smooth 5-mm-
377 diameter specimens (cross-section area A = 20 mm2) at 45� to the
378 base plate using the EOS M270xt machine. To eliminate residual
379 tensile stresses which are detrimental to fatigue performance, a
380 stress-relieving heat treatment was performed at 650 �C for 3hrs
381 in vacuum followed by cooling in Argon. Tests were performed
382 with a stress ratio R = 0.1 at a frequency of 50 Hz. Their data plot-
383 ted in Fig. 13 in red symbols and broken red trend line correlate
384 well to those of Rekedal’s at long lives and with the present X–Y
385 data at short lives.
386 Fig. 13 represents an attempt of determining the fatigue perfor-
387 mance of PBF Ti–6Al–4V using data from different sources and gen-
388 erated with specimens that differ in many ways and the stress ratio
389 managed with Eq. (2). In general the known influences on fatigue
390 behavior of the testing parameters are confirmed [15], namely:
391 (i) push–pull loading is more severe on the material than cyclic
392 bending, (ii) an increase in specimen size reduces the measured
393 fatigue strength, (iii) the surface finishing increases the fatigue
394 strength compared to as-fabricated condition.
395 On the other hand, the fatigue behavior of PBF Ti–6Al–4V is
396 influenced by: (i) microstructure, because it introduces a direc-
397 tional effect; (ii) defects, that being typically located between adja-
398 cent layers, affect most the direction Z, (a HIP treatment often
399 considered reduces that influence of defects but would lower the
400 material strength [12]); (iii) post-fabrication heat treatment, which
401 not only relieves residual stresses but should be selected to simul-
402 taneously optimize strength, ductility and fatigue behavior; (iv)
403 surface finish, which is not always an option when recessed areas
404 are present in the PBF part and when there are cost constrains.
405 The plot of Fig. 13 clearly demonstrates that the complex fati-
406 gue behavior of PBF Ti–6Al–4V. A comment may be contributed
407 now as regards the fatigue performance of PBF Ti–6Al–4V in rela-
408 tion to wrought Ti–6Al–4V. First of all, the wrought alloy has been
409 investigated extensively for its notable engineering importance in
410 the last 30 years. Aspects such as heat treatments, surface finish,
411 structural features and high vs. very high cycle fatigue behavior
412 have been investigated using smooth specimens and reported in
413 the literature. Although a review of that information is beyond
414 the scope of the present work, the high cycle fatigue strength of
415 this alloy in the wrought form is reported to range between
416 350 MPa and 700 MPa [15,17]. In all studies great care was devoted
417 to specimen surface quality because of the sensitivity in fatigue.
418 Since the data of Fig. 13 were all obtained using specimens with
419 as-produced surfaces it is no surprise the fatigue strength of PBF
420 Ti–6Al–4V is significantly lower that of the wrought material [15].
421 Nonetheless, only the clarification and understanding of the dif-
422 ferent affecting factors (internal and external) on the material
423 behavior may lead to process optimization and full exploitation
424 of PBF technology in the design and fabrication of durable, safe
425 and cost competitive parts.

426 5. Conclusions

427 An original fatigue test methodology aimed at PBF materials
428 was presented and directed to the evaluation of the anisotropic
429 fatigue behavior of DMLS Ti6Al4V. The presence of such anisotropy
430 is intrinsic to the specific and complex microstructure obtained by
431 the layer-by-layer development of the part produced by DMLS.

432The directionality of the high cycle fatigue behavior was con-
433firmed and quantified. The sources of such behavior have been
434traced to the material structure and surface roughness.
435Comparison of the present test results with data from literature
436demonstrates the efficiency and reasonable accuracy of the new
437specimen geometry and test method. The proposed testing method
438permits substantial resource saving (material, process time, etc.)
439that are especially welcome for developmental studies of PBF
440alloys and process parameters. Standard fatigue test methods for
441PBF materials are nonetheless required.
442The comparison of fatigue data obtained with a variety of test
443methods and test parameters discussed here clarified the role of
444many intrinsic (material-dependent) and extrinsic (test-method-
445dependent) factors on the measured fatigue behavior of PBF
446Ti6Al4V.
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